
Proactive Cyber Defense

Endpoint Security Software

Automated Global Allow List Technology

Remote Manegement Suite

Fileless Malware Protection

RDP Security Suite

Detailed Alerting and Reporting

Protects Windows, Mac, and Servers

Industry Leading Ransomware Prevention

Third Party Patch Management

Cloud Based Management Console

Online Scam Protection

Made in the USA

Superior Endpoint Security & Global Application Allow List 
Technology

PC Matic Pro takes a fundamentally different 
approach to endpoint security with our exclusive 
Automated Global Application Allow List technology. 
Only ‘trusted’ applications are allowed to run on the 
endpoint providing a significantly better security 
solution than traditional products.

If an application is not on the Allow List, PC Matic Pro 
blocks it, and the proprietary automation technology 
uploads the sample for immediate analysis and 
classification by our malware professionals. This 
automated process of analysis and classification 
keeps the whitelist updated in real time without user 
intervention.

Setup and manage thousands of devices centrally from 
a single pane of glass and deliver the right security to 
the right people in real time.
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When it comes to safeguarding valuable data, 
knowing where your security comes from is 
vital. Other security companies outsource 
research and development to India, Russia 
and the Philippines. 

PC Matic was among 
the leaders in this test 
with a 100% protection 
score and no malware 
samples missed.

Made In America

The Best Security | The Industry’s Only Automated Allow List

The entire security industry is based on a deny list 
architecture, a futile attempt to record every piece 
of malware. In a world of polymorphic viruses, this 
architecture has proved impotent, and detection 
rates have plummeted leaving customers frustrated 
and confused. 

Introduced in January 2011, PC Matic Pro’s SuperShield 
remains the only automated application allow list that 
strictly allows trusted applications to run and prevents 
polymorphic viruses, ransomware, and advanced 
persistent threats. We have continued to prove it in 
third-party testing with 100% detection rates. Most 
recently with AV-Test in June of 2020.

With today’s ransomware a business can lose the files 
most critical to its operation in an instant. Anti-virus has 
never been more important. PC Matic Pro is the only 
solution that prevents even the newest ransomware 
from encrypting.

AV-TEST Malware Protection June 2020
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PC Matic, Inc. was founded in 1999 and has developed a comprehensive suite that covers all aspects of endpoint 
security and remote monitoring and management. The PC Matic Pro Endpoint Suite combines granular 
management abilities with remote administration and control into a cloud based console. Consolidating critical 
features of RDP Security, Integrated VNC, Remote CMD Prompt, Patch Management, and more with our 
unbeatable security ensures a comprehensive experience for IT Administrators that doesn’t break the bank.

PC Matic Benefits :

Fast Deployment

Affordable Solution

Simple Management

Reliable Security

We Do Not Believe In Outsourcing

OperatedResearched SupportedDeveloped


